
BRISTLING DEN (UNDERGROUND) 
 
PROFILE 

The mysterious and enigmatic cave filled with puzzles and a strange society of 
harmless monsters that hide from violent humans and the intimidating creatures of the 
wild.  The seemingly small cave is of no use to the government, as only “weak” 
creatures inhabit the area. 
 
SETUP 

The den is made of precious limestone and is illuminated by torches.  Although 
the den itself appears small on the outside, the inside has a number of floors and layers 
where a newcomer can easily get lost.  The differentiating size is to deceive predators 
from the outside that there is no prey on the inside because it is so small. 

Bristling Den is home to plenty of rare talismans and artifacts that refer to ancient 
times within the planet.  The inhabitants keep these treasures well-hidden and obtaining 
them requires a plethora of skill and intelligence. 

There is a continuous green ocean that flows throughout the den.  All of the 
water that appears in the den is poisonous towards humans, but safe to drink for every 
other creature.  Despite its poisonous characteristics, one can ride canoes to move 
across the area safely. 
 
POPULATION 
 The creatures that exist in the cave range from insects to creatures that are 2 
feet tall.  Their lack of stature allows them to be able to pass through the entrance 
without problem.  They are a more peaceful society than most other areas in the Calian 
Territory. 
 Duke, a wise wolf that stands at 6 feet tall, is the leader of the cave and the 
protector of the creatures.  He is a very wise creature that is more concerned with the 
safety of the den rather than the planet. 
 
AMBIANCE 
 The atmosphere of the cave is incredibly – the sound ranges from complete 
silence to the sounds of ocean tides gently brushing on the wooden planks the 
character walks on.  Footsteps easily echo throughout the cave and grab the creature’s 
attention right away. 
 


